Multi-Generation
Transfers
and Dynasty Trusts
Unmarried Taxpayers

The Most Powerful Force in the Universe is Compound Interest.
attributed to Albert Einstein

Multi-generation planning offers important non-tax benefits which may represent important
goals for many people whether or not there is an estate tax component to the planning. In those
estates which are larger than the available estate tax exemptions ($5.25 million in 2013), such
planning can also greatly reduce the tax liability in future generations and increase the family's
ability to preserve the wealth in an inflationary environment.
Estate Planning professionals have long recognized that, with larger estates, it is much
easier to hold the estate together for the family if it is exposed to taxation only once every two or
three generations, rather than at every generational level. In order to place some limitation on this
tax avoidance planning, Congress enacted the generation skipping transfer tax ("GST Tax"). In
effect, the GST Tax is a "substitute" for the estate tax, and imposes a tax at the generational level
which would not otherwise be subject to estate taxation. While the tax itself can be quite large,
equal to the maximum estate tax rate in effect at that time, there are also large exemptions
available. Most tax planning in this area, then, focuses on maximizing the use of the exemptions,
and even "leveraging" them to create much larger generation skipping transfers free of any tax.
In brief, two exemptions from the GST Tax are available:
The GST Exemption. Every transferor has a blanket exemption applicable to all
transfers during life or at death. It may be allocated to various transfers as one wishes. Following
the 2010 Tax Act, the amount of this exemption is fixed at $5,000,000 plus an annual inflation
adjustment. For 2013, the adjusted GST Exemption amount is $5,250,000.
The Annual Exclusion Exemption. Any gifts which are exempt from gift tax under the
$14,000 annual gift tax exclusion are also exempt from the GSTT, so long as the gift meets certain
"vesting" requirements.
These exemptions are allocated by the taxpayer to gifts made during his or her lifetime,
either by filing a gift tax return and claiming the exemption on that form, or by electing to have the
exemption automatically applied to all transfers to a particular trust. The exemption applicable to
transfers taking effect at death (under a Will or Living Trust, for instance) may be automatically
allocated to certain trusts and is otherwise allocated by the taxpayer's executor when the estate tax

return is filed. The proper allocation of the exemptions is crucial to effective planning in this area,
and care must be taken to ensure that the estate distribution is structured to facilitate the maximum
use of the exemptions.
In larger estates, the proper use of the GST Exemption to protect family wealth from
taxation through successive generations can easily have a dramatic effect on the amount of the
family's wealth which can be preserved. Consider, for example, the following illustration showing
John Doe's estate leaving $17,650,768 for the children (after all estate taxes,) with the expectation
that the children will leave it to their two children. This illustration assumes that the estate grows at
a net rate of 4% annually, and that each generation passes it along in 25 year intervals subject to
normal estate taxation (assuming total available exemptions adjusted for inflation at 3% per annum
in each generation.)
No Multi-Generation Planning

Year
2033

Net Preserved for Family from John's Estate

$17,650,768

[Appreciation in hands of children]

2058

Second Generation Dies

$47,054,059

Appreciated Value

($31,897,984)

Inflation Adjusted Exemptions

($6,062,430)

Estate Tax

$40,991,629

Net Passing to Grandchildren

[Appreciation in hands of grandchildren]

2083

Third Generation Dies
Appreciated Value

$109,276,974

Inflation Adjusted Exemption

($59,137,080)

Estate Tax

($20,055,958)

Net Passing to Great Grandchildren

TOTAL TAXES PAID IN YOUNGER GENERATIONS
NET AMOUNT REMAINING FOR THE FAMILY

$89,221,017

($26,118,388)
$89,221,017
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If the real inflation rate over the years is 2.5% annually, then the family has lost about ⅓ of
its 4% annual investment appreciation as a result of the estate tax, and has absorbed about $26.1
million in extra tax cost in two generations.
In addition, the family's wealth has been unnecessarily exposed to the risks of loss through
marital problems and creditor challenges arising in the children's and grandchildren's generations.
Alternatively, if John had left the same estate with the Family Trust designed as a "dynasty
trust" for his descendants, and with his will designed to leave the maximum GST exempt amount
protected in that trust, then at the end of the same 50 year period the wealth would have grown to
$123,372,653.
With Multi-Generation Planning

Year
2033

$17,650,768

Net Preserved for Family from John's Estate
Dynasty Trust

Non-Exempt

Exempt Share

John's GST Exemption

$8,602,736

2033

Total
2058

Remainder
$8,602,736

+

$9,048,032

Second Generation Dies
Appreciated Value

$22,933,487

$24,120,572
($31,897,984)

Inflation Adjusted Exemption

$0

Estate Tax (Est.)
Net Passing to Grandchildren

2083

$9,048,032

$22,933,487

$0

+
$47,054,059

$24,120,572

Third Generation Dies
Appreciated Value

$61,136,923

$64,301,497
($59,137,080)

Inflation Adjusted Exemption
Estate Tax (Est.)
Net Passing to Great Grandchildren

$0

$61,136,923

($2,065,767)

+

$62,235,730

$123,372,653
TOTAL TAXES PAID IN YOUNGER GENERATIONS
NET AMOUNT REMAINING FOR THE FAMILY

($2,065,767)
$123,372,653
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If we again assume that the real inflation rate over the years is 2.5% annually, then the
family has now gained about 106% above the real inflation-adjusted value of its wealth in two
generations and borne a much smaller estate tax cost.

Perhaps more importantly, the family's wealth has been much better protected from loss as
a result of marital discord and business or financial challenges in the younger generations. In most
states, the continuation of the trust prevents the property from becoming "marital property" to be
divided between spouses in a divorce settlement. The trust can also shield the property from
claims of a beneficiary's creditors - even in Bankruptcy. Some states' laws provide much greater
protection in this area than do others. It may be important, therefore, to consider where such a
trust should be created for the family and whether a mechanism should be included to "move" the
trust to another legal home if appropriate at some later time.
In a dynasty trust, legal (taxable) ownership of the trust property is not distributed outright to
the children or grandchildren. Instead, the trust may simply provide (liberally, if preferred) for the
use of each child's share of the trust assets for the child and the child's descendants. The trust
may, for instance, be authorized to expend its income and/or principal for the support,
maintenance, and education of the family members. It may be authorized to invest in the family's
business ventures, and to purchase and hold property (such as vacation homes) for the use of the
family. Such a trust can enable the family to use the family wealth in much the same way one may
contemplate it would be used if it were left outright to the beneficiaries. Upon the death of a child
for whom a share of the trust is held, the deceased child can be empowered to direct the manner
in which the trust property will continue for his or her own children, just as the child would be able
to do in his or her Will if the property were owned outright.
The trust is controlled by the trustee or trustees. If one wishes, control can be given to the
child for whom the trust is created simply by naming that child as the trustee. The child, as trustee
for himself and his family, would have essentially the same scope of economic control as if the
property had been distributed outright. Alternatively, multiple trustees can be named, and/or a
professional trustee may be employed to manage the trust. Provisions for resignation, removal,
and replacement of trustees can be included, and "committees" and "trust protectors" may be
created to control certain types of decisions much as a board of directors might oversee the
management of a business enterprise.
Dynasty trusts, then, provide an opportunity to protect the family's wealth not only from the
long term effect of estate taxation where that is important, but also from much of the risk of
financial loss from business failures, marital discord, and other legal difficulties. Their creation
requires careful planning, integration with the effects of the estate tax and generation skipping
transfer tax system, and consideration of the trust administration and management issues which
arise in a trust which may well last for several generations.
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